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Grant Writing – Getting In Right:



Mission Statements and Needs Statements:



Programs/Projects Descriptions:



Financial & Budget Presentations:



Storytelling and Attachments:



Research Methods & Resources for Grant
Proposals: Funding opportunities do not show up and knock on your door. Research

Are you a small or mid-sized
501(c)3? Are you a new or growing nonprofit organization? Do you work for or volunteer with a
charitable organization that could benefit from additional funding? Do you know how to write a
grant proposal that gets funded? Register now…
Mission
Statements are the all-important first impression of a grant proposal, as well as the introduction
to your organization. Getting it right is crucial. Needs statements set the stage for your project or
program. The Needs Statement must be carefully crafted, fact-based, and compelling. Register
now…
How do you answer the what,
why, who, when, where and how of your project creatively and succinctly, and within word or
character limits? Register now…
Financials and budgets are the
necessary evils of grant proposals! They can be tedious, confusing, and just plain scary unless
you know the simple truths of what funders want to see. Register now…
Telling your organization’s story,
whether its history or activities, can transform a followed-the-guidelines proposal into a winningbecause-we-knew-where-to-put-the-good-stuff proposal. Persuasive and program-driven
storytelling can be a part of almost every component of a grant application, including
attachments, if you know how to incorporate the compelling information. Register now…

is necessary to discover and vet prospective funding. Research is also necessary to
communicate fact-based needs, objectives, and outcomes in grant proposals. Grant research is
more than a Google search. Register now…



Developing a Funding Strategy for Your
Organization: A comprehensive, deadline delineated, practical funding strategy will
create sustainability and credibility for your organization, as well as projects and programs.
Register now…

